AD-AOCH/XL/TR is an HDMI adapter set used with the Kramer pluggable AOCH/XL cables (CLS-AOCH/XL, CP-AOCH/XL). AD-AOCH/XL/TR can be a spare set of adapters in case of loss or damage to the original set included with the cable. CABLE INSTALLATION NOTE: AOCH Cables are recommended for point-to-point application use only. Not to be used with wall plates, additional patch cables or coupling devices.

FEATURES

- AD-AOCH/XL/TR - Set of HDMI type–A plugs, Rx&Tx (ARC not supported)
- Supported Resolutions - Up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4)
- Supports DDC, EDID & HDCP

CONFIGURATIONS

| AD-AOCD/XL/TR | HDMI Replacement Plugs for AOCH Cable, Adapter Set |